Nerve modulation therapy in gouty arthritis: targeting increased sFRP2 expression in dorsal root ganglion regulates macrophage polarization and alleviates endothelial damage
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Abstract

Gouty arthritis (GA) is a form of arthritis caused by uric acid deposition in the joints that result in intense inflammation and pain. Accumulating evidence showed the importance of the sensory neurons signal upon immune cells by releasing neuropeptides and chemokines to regulate associated immune-inflammatory response. In this study, we investigated the significance of sensory neuron neuropeptides and chemokine signals on inflammation-induced macrophages polarization during GA.

Methods: We screened the mRNA expression profile during GA in dorsal root ganglion (DRG) neurons to identify the most likely candidate that mediates the neuro-immune communication. Then, we silenced specific gene expression in the DRG by lentiviral vectors in the monosodium urate (MSU)-induced ankle GA mouse model and evaluated alterations in the inflammatory response. In vitro, primary macrophages were used to investigate the neural impact on M1/M2 subtype polarization, proinflammatory cytokine production and downstream endothelial damage. Mechanism by which macrophage inflammation is induced in the DRG was evaluated by Western blot, immunofluorescence, and immunoprecipitation.

Results: We found that secreted frizzled-related protein 2 (sFRP2) was the most upregulated gene in dorsal root ganglion (DRG) neurons in response to monosodium urate (MSU) deposition. Injection of LV-sFRP2-shRNA into the L4 and L5 DRG significantly suppressed inflammatory cell infiltration and M1 polarization in the synovial membrane, attenuating hyperalgesia and ankle swelling in the GA mouse model. In vitro, DRG neurons-derived sFRP2 promoted M1 polarization and macrophage migration, thereby upregulating the production of proinflammatory cytokines and preventing endothelial apoptosis. Furthermore, DRG-derived sFRP2 activated the nuclear factor (NF)-κB pathway by destabilizing the β-catenin and p65 complex.

Conclusion: We demonstrated the involvement of a sensory neuron-macrophage axis in GA pathology that was regulated by sFRP2 expression in a paracrine manner. Targeting increased sFRP2 expressions in DRG provide novel insights for future GA research in both pain alleviation and treatment of gout inflammation.
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Introduction

Gouty arthritis (GA), with an increasing prevalence of >1% in most developed countries, has distinguished itself as the most common and disabling musculoskeletal complaint [1]. As a consequence of a chronic disturbance and elevation in the hyperuricemia level, GA occurs directly due to the
deposition of monosodium urate (MSU) crystals in articular and periarticular tissues, leading to acute joint inflammation [2]. Resident macrophages or monocytes have been shown to react to the deposited MSU crystals through toll-like receptor 2 (TLR2) and TLR4 [3, 4], indicating a pivotal role in the initiation of the inflammatory cascade of macrophages by MSU crystals. Macrophages acquire a proinflammatory M1 phenotype instead of an anti-inflammatory M2 phenotype after MSU stimulation [5, 6]. Subsequently, endothelial cells are activated and impaired by these inflammatory mediators [7, 8]. After M1 macrophage-endothelial cell damage in GA, M2 macrophages are involved in tissue remodeling and repair [9, 10].

As an interesting feature of gout, the process of inflammation is recognized as a self-limited attack, which spontaneously resolves within ten days without medical interventions [11], providing a potential to develop novel therapies targeting the mechanisms of spontaneous resolution in acute GA. Herein, a range of potential shutdown mechanisms, such as crystal binding of apolipoprotein B/E (Apo B/E) [12], chemokine depletion [13], and neutrophil apoptosis [14], have been proposed. Nonetheless, certain disturbing stimuli within the GA microenvironment, such as inflammatory synovial, irritated nerve and dysfunctioning endocrine reactions, inevitably result in the disruption of arthritis homeostasis. Additionally, little is known about these primary regulators that propel such significant macrophage M1/M2 polarization after MSU deposition in GA, encouraging the launch of numerous in-depth preclinical studies in GA.

GA is initially characterized by violent and sudden pain together with swelling and redness, indicating the activation of the nervous system during inflammation. In addition to the apparent activation of pain induction, studies have also revealed interactions between the nervous and inflammatory system [15, 16]. Histologically, inflammatory cells in GA, such as macrophages, mast cells, and neutrophils, are mostly located in proximity to peripheral nerve fibers. Once macrophages recognize extracellular noxious stimuli, they release soluble factors that lead to the sensitization of peripheral nociceptive nerves directly [17]. A previous study demonstrated significant macrophage infiltration into the ipsilateral and contralateral lumbar dorsal root ganglion (DRG) in a mouse model of antigen-induced arthritis, resulting in the generation of hyperalgesia on bilateral sides [18]. Furthermore, inflammatory cells are also regulated by the nervous system. The action potential that mediates the sensation of pain stimulates the release of neuropeptides such as calcitonin gene-related peptide (CGRP) and substance P, which bind to receptors expressed on innate immune cells such as macrophages to activate inflammation [19]. Borovikova et al. demonstrated that the activation of vagus nerves could inhibit endotoxin-induced M1 macrophage polarization, polarizing macrophages to the M2 phenotype via the activation of Janus kinase 2 (JAK2)/signal transducer and activator of transcription protein 3 (STAT3) transcription factors [20]. G. Trevisan et al. reported that the ongoing GA-elicited nociception and inflammatory response was reduced by blockade of transient receptor potential ankyrin 1 (TRPA1) expressed on primary sensory neurons [21]. These observations suggest an intimate linkage between sensory nerves and GA. However, the underlying mechanism by which sensory nerves influence the inflammatory process of macrophages, especially M1/M2 polarization, is not fully understood.

Currently, targeting DRG hold a great promise for the precise and long-lasting treatment of pain without debilitating central nervous system (CNS) [22]. Opposed to the blood-brain barrier in the CNS, DRG and peripheral axons lack an efficient neurovascular barrier [23]. Additionally, the permeable connective tissue capsule and high density of blood capillaries in ganglion allow various therapeutic or diagnostic approaches targeting DRG including systemic administration, local injections, stem cell therapy, and siRNA therapy [24-26].

Regulating approximately 400 genes, Wnt/β-catenin signaling pathway was involved in cell growth, immune function, differentiation, and apoptosis [27]. sFRP proteins (sFRP1-sFRP5) appear to represent the largest family of Wnt modulators [28]. Here, we first found that secreted frizzled-related protein 2 (sFRP2) from DRG neurons was the primary regulator modulating the subsequent MSU-induced macrophage M1/M2 polarization. Accordingly, we presented an RNA interference strategy to relieve the inflammatory response of GA by silencing sFRP2 expression in DRG neurons both in vivo and in vitro. Our work highlighted the essential role of sensory nerves in macrophage polarization through their secretion of sFRP2 to activate macrophages via a Wnt-β-catenin/NF-kB interaction, further attenuating the inflammatory damage of endothelial cells in GA, undoubtedly providing a valid target for future GA treatment.

Materials and Methods

C57BL/6 mice (6-week-old, male) were purchased from Shanghai SIPPR-Bk Lab Animal Co., Ltd. and maintained in specific-pathogen-free laboratory animal facilities of Shanghai Ninth
People’s Hospital. All mice were acclimated to the facility for seven days before the in vivo experiment. For the isolation of primary mouse sensory neurons and macrophages, C57BL/6 mice (male, 4-week-old) were sacrificed by an anesthesia overdose.

All the experimental procedures and the animal care protocols above were reviewed and approved by the Institution of Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) of Shanghai Ninth People’s Hospital. All mice were allowed ad libitum access to food and water prior to and throughout the experimental protocol.

**Cells, Media, and Reagents**

For the isolation of primary mouse sensory neurons, DRGs from all spine levels were dissected and subjected to an enzyme mixture of 0.1% collagenase (Sigma-Aldrich, SCR103), 200 U/mL DNase (Sigma-Aldrich, 10104159001), 0.25% trypsin (Sigma-Aldrich, T2600000) at 37 °C for 45 min. Next, the myelin sheath and undesired cells were partially depleted through a 5-min 200 g density-gradient centrifugation with 15% percoll (Biosharp, 10243024). Primary sensory neurons were suspended in DMEM/Ham’s F12 1:1 mixture medium containing 10% FBS, N2 supplements (Gibco, 1950299) and 50 ng/mL β-NGF (Peprotech, 450-01). 100 μM Ara-C (Sigma-Aldrich, C1768) was supplemented to inhibit the proliferation of non-neuronal cells and then removed two days before the further experiment.

Bone marrow-derived macrophages (BMMs) were expelled from the femur and tibiae of mice. After 1-day culture in MEM-α with 10% FBS, 30 ng/mL M-CSF (R&D Systems, Q3U4F9), suspension cells were seeded into 6-well plate. For macrophage differentiation, cells were cultured in the aforementioned culture media for five days until further treatment. M0 were polarized into M1 using the aforementioned culture media for five days until differentiation, cells were cultured in the presence of 6 μg/mL polybrene (Solarbio, H8761). Twenty-four hours after the onset of transduction, we removed the viruses and replaced with a supplemented neurobasal medium. After 72 h culture, direct Zsgreen1 fluorescence was examined and photographed under a fluorescence microscope to determine the transduction efficiency of various lentivirus-vectors on mice DRG neurons.

The DRG transduction in vivo was performed as previously described [30]. In brief, we anesthetized the mice with 1% pentobarbital sodium at a dose of 50 mg/kg. The paraspinal muscles of the lower lumbar were separated to expose the L4-L5 intervertebral foramina for microinjection. Lentiviral preparations (5×108 units per mL) were 1:1 diluted with 20% mannitol. Then mice were injected either 2 μL lentiviral preparations or saline, in both cases containing 100 ng polybrene, into both L4 and L5 DRGs unilaterally. Thus, the virus load was 1×10⁶ transfection units for each mouse.

**The animal model of MSU-induced ankle gouty arthritis**

One week after the in vivo transduction procedure, all the mice of the transfected and control groups were anesthetized. And then administered 20 μL MSU crystals (10 mg/mL) into the ankle joint of the right lower limb to establish an animal model of ankle gouty arthritis. The circumferences and paw withdrawal threshold of injected ankle joints were measured after 1, 3, and 5 days after the MSU injection. Subsequently, five mice of each group were sacrificed for histological evaluation.

**Sequencing**

After establishing MSU-induced ankle gouty arthritis successfully, total RNA was extracted from DRGs of control and GA mice using TRIzol reagent (Invitrogen, 15596026) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The Agilent 4200 TapeStation system offered the sample quality control for the full range of sizing applications for RNA. Paired-end reads were obtained on an illumina PE150 in Shenzhen HaploX Biotechnology Co., Ltd. The program of Hierarchical Indexing for Spliced Alignment of Transcripts (HISAT2) was used to align the reads to the UCSC mm10 mouse reference genome. The transcript abundance (represented by
Reads Per Kilobase Million (RPKM) was measured. Genes and transcripts with RPKM values lower than five were excluded from the analysis. R (3.0.2) generated the Pearson correlation analysis and heatmaps.

**Histological Evaluation**

Synovial tissues and DRGs were dissected and immersed into 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS for 4 h. Then explants were embedded in O.C.T. compound (Tissue-Tek, 4583) frozen next to a cryoprotection in a solution of 20% sucrose overnight in room temperature. For immunofluorescent staining, the ankle joint specimens were sagittally sectioned to obtain free-floating 50-μm-thick slices for a better vision of nerve fibers in synovial tissue of ankle joint, while DRG explants were sectioned to regular 3.5-μm-thick slices and both stained for β-III-Tubulin (Cell Signaling Technology, D71G9, 1:400), sFRP2 (Abcam, ab86379, 1:100) in Eppendorf tube. For staining of M1/M2 macrophages in synovial tissue, 3.5-μm-thick slices were obtained for CD16/32 (Abcam, ab25235, 1:20), CD206 (Abcam, ab64693, 1:100) and hematoxylin and eosin staining. Zeiss LSM710 confocal microscope was used for confocal imaging of samples at an original magnification ×40 and Zen software.

**Von Frey**

We used von Frey to test the pain behavior of mice as previously described in detail [31]. The technician was blinded to the treatment to ensure the randomization of the test. The test started with the presentation of the 0.4 g filament and place onto a mid-plantar surface of the hind paw of the mouse until it bends. Presented and subsequent presentations of filaments are presented consistent with the “up-down” method. Then the 50% paw withdrawal threshold was calculated using the formula:

\[ 50\% \text{ threshold (g)} = \frac{10^X+k_d}{10^4} \]

where \( X \) is the value (in log units) of the final von Frey filament, \( k \) is tabular value for the response pattern and \( d \) is the average increment (in log units) between von Frey filaments.

**Phenotypic Characterization of M1/M2 Macrophages**

To assess the polarization of macrophages into M1 or M2 phenotype, cytokines or MSU crystal-treated primary BMMs were harvested, washed with PBS and incubated with blocking buffer (1% goat serum and 1% BSA in PBS). Cells were stained with CD68 (BD Horizon, 566388), CD16/32 (BD Pharmingen, 561727, 2 μg/mL), CD206 (BD Pharmingen, 565250, 2 μg/mL) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. A FACScan flow cytometer (BD, CA, USA) was further used to analyze samples.

Immunochemistry was performed to access the specific markers in macrophages. Macrophages were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde, blocked and penetrated with blocking buffer (1% goat serum, 1% BSA and 0.1% Triton X100 in PBS). Then cells were incubated with CD16/32 (Abcam, ab25235, 10 μg/mL), CD206 (Abcam, ab64693, 1:2000) overnight at 4°C, followed with corresponding secondary antibody (goat anti-rat IgG (Abcam, ab150157, 1:1000), goat anti-rabbit IgG (Abcam, ab150080, 1:1000)) for 2 h at room temperature. Images were acquired with Zeiss LSM710, analyzed with Zen software.

**Migration Assay**

Eight μm-pore transwell inserts (Corning, CLS3428) were coated with Matrigel matrix (BD Life Sciences, 356234) which was 1:4 diluted with MEM-α. 700 μL of conditioned media was added to each well of a 24-well plate followed by addition of coated inserts. We added 10⁶ BMMs to each inserts and cultured in 5% CO2 at 37 °C for 12 h for migration. MCP-1 (Peprotech, 250-10, 20 ng/mL), 200 μg/mL MSU, and conditioned medium of DRGs were used. Then inserts were washed and fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde followed by staining with 0.2% crystal violet (Sigma-Aldrich, C6158). Cells on the top of the insert were removed using a cotton swab and only cells which migrated across the membrane were quantitated. The membranes of the transwell insert were carefully cut using a scalpel. The digital images were taken with Olympus IX71. Cell numbers were counted with Image J software.

**HUVECs Apoptosis Analysis**

5×10⁵ HUVECs were seeded in a 6-well plate and stimulated with following media. Group1, complete media; Group 2, 1:1 mixture of complete and conditioned medium from macrophages stimulated with 200 μg/mL MSU; Group 3, 1:1 mixture of complete and conditioned medium from cocultured DRG and macrophages stimulated with 200 μg/mL MSU; Group 4, 1:1 mixture of complete and conditioned medium from cocultured shRNA-transduced DRG and macrophages stimulated with 200 μg/mL MSU.

Cell apoptosis rates of HUVECs were determined by flow cytometry via Annexin V/PI staining as previously described [32]. TUNEL staining was performed using TUNEL apoptosis assay kit (Beyotime, C1086) according to manufacturer’s protocols. TUNEL-positive cells were identified by the presence of fluorescence.
Quantitative RT-PCR

RNA of different groups of DRG neurons, macrophages, HUVEC were extracted using TRIzol reagent (Invitrogen, 15596026) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, after Trizol, we added chloroform and cenrifuged at 4°C 12000 g for 15 min and separated the upper clear aqueous phase containing RNA. Add 0.5 mL of isopropanol to the aqueous phase, incubated for 10 min. Then we centrifuged for 10 min at 12000g following washing twice with 75% ethanol. Next, cDNA synthesis was performed using random hexamers, and qPCR was carried out using SYBR® Premix Ex Taq™ (Takara Bio, RR420A) on a real-time PCR system (Applied Biosystems, USA, ABI 7500). We normalized gene expression to the geometric mean of GAPDH. The primers used are listed in the Table S1.

Western Blot and ELISA Analysis

Macrophages treated with MSU and conditioned medium from DRG were lysed in RIPA buffer (Beyotime, P0013C) supplemented with 1 mM PMSF (Beyotime, ST506). We also aliquoted DRG neurons culture supernatant for sFRP2 enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) analyses (LifeSpan Biosciences, LS-F34960). The following antibodies were used to detect proteins. β-catenin (Cell Signaling Technology, 8480, 1:1000), sFRP2 (Abcam, ab86379,1:500), Wnt9a (Abcam, ab125957, 1:1000), FZD2 (Abcam, ab109994, 1:1000), DVL2 (Abcam, ab124933, 1:1000), Cyclin D1 (Cell Signaling Technology, 2978, 1:1000), C-myc (Cell Signaling Technology, 5605, 1:1000), p-IκBα (Cell Signaling Technology, 2859, 1:1000), IκBα (Cell Signaling Technology, 2859, 1:1000), p65 (Cell Signaling Technology, 8242, 1:1000), Histone H3 (Cell Signaling Technology, 4499, 1:1000), GAPDH (Cell Signaling Technology, 5174, 1:1000). Secondary antibodies included goat anti-rabbit IgG (Invitrogen, 35568, 1:30000), goat anti-mouse IgG (Invitrogen, G-21040, 1:30000).

We performed western blotting as previously described [33], and the relative intensities of bands were normalized to those of GAPDH or Histone H3 bands.

Co-IP

Macrophages were cultured in control, 200 μg/mL MSU and 200 μg/mL MSU in conditioned medium from DRG. Total cell lysates were incubated overnight at 4 °C with P65 (Cell Signaling Technology, 8242, 5 μg) or normal IgG (Cell Signaling Technology, 2729, 5 μg) as a control. Antibody-antigen complexes were precleared with Crosslink Magnetic IP/Co-IP Kit (Thermo Fisher scientific, 88805). After several washes, samples were boiled and analyzed by immunoblot.

Statistical Analysis

For in vitro study, experiments were conducted in biological triplicate. For in vivo experiment, five mice were assigned for each group, and 40 mice were used in total. The results were presented as the means ± standard deviation after analyzed by the SPSS 13.0 software (Statistical Package for the Social Science, USA). Parametric data were analyzed using a Student’s t-test or one-way ANOVA followed by a post hoc Tukey's test to compare two groups. The level of significance was set at P <0.05 and indicated by "#" for the comparison between the vehicle group and control group and "**" for the comparison between the treated group and vehicle group. P<0.01 was indicated by "***" for the comparison between the treated group and vehicle group.

Results

MSU crystals induce sFRP2 production in DRG neurons

Primary DRG neurons were dissected from control and MSU crystal-induced acute GA mice, and an RNA-Seq assay and expression profiling were performed (Figure 1A) The Sfrp2 gene, which encodes the sFRP2 protein, a soluble modulator of Wnt signaling, was among the most upregulated genes. Next, primary DRG tissues were isolated and purified for in vitro experiments. Immunostaining of the neuro-specific marker PGP9.5 was performed to identify the cell morphology(Figure 1B) [34]. After seven days of treatment with an anti-mitotic reagent, the cell cultures comprised mostly neurons, with less than 1% nonneuronal cells, showing a high purity of DRG neurons for the subsequent experiment (Figure 1C). Next, a cell viability assay was performed to determine the cytotoxicity of MSU crystals against DRG neurons. In Figure 1D, MSU crystals did not exhibit cytotoxicity against DRG neurons from 12.5 to 200 μg/mL after 24 h treatment. Therefore, 200 μg/mL MSU crystals were utilized for subsequent studies. RT-PCR revealed a significant 7.9±0.4 elevation in Sfrp2 mRNA expression in DRG neurons treated with 200 μg/mL MSU crystals for 24 h (Figure 1E), in contrast with the relatively milder elevation in Ngl, Enpg2, Ere, Pigs, Mmp9, and Grem1 expression. Furthermore, the protein expression of sFRP2 in DRG neurons was also evaluated, which was in consist with the immunofluorescence staining in Figure 1F. Additionally, Figure 1G illustrated that, in comparison with the control group, the group
exposed to 24 h stimulation with MSU crystals exhibited a 6.1±0.7-fold increase in sFRP2 expression in DRG neurons in vitro. Because sFRP2 is a secretory protein of DRG neurons, an ELISA was also performed. As shown in Figure 1H, MSU crystals induced a potent production of sFRP2 from DRG in a dose-dependent manner.

**Virus-mediated shRNA knockdown of sFRP2 in the DRG attenuates inflammation in GA**

To further evaluate the potential role of sFRP2 in vivo, we injected 2 µl of the lentiviral preparation/normal saline into the L4 and L5 DRG to deliver the vector targeting sFRP2 in mice (Figure S1). Three weeks after the in vivo transduction, the animal model of MSU-induced GA was established by injecting MSU crystals into the ankle of the ipsilateral hind paw. To evaluate the transduction efficiency in vivo, the injected DRG sections (L4 and L5) were isolated. Representative images (Figure 2A) of sections from the infected DRG show positive ZsGreen1 expression colocalized with βIII-tubulin, demonstrating that LV-SFRP2-shRNA1 was capable of transducing DRG neurons in vivo. Additionally, MSU crystal injection significantly induced sFRP2 expression in the DRG. In contrast, sFRP2 expression was obviously suppressed in the sFRP2 knockdown (KD) group compared to that in the sham group, and this suppression was not affected by MSU stimulation. Next, we stained ankle joint sections to examine the nerve innervation of the synovial membrane. The confocal images revealed a similar pattern of sFRP2 expression in peripheral nerve fibers within the synovium (Figure 2B), indicating that the escalated expression of sFRP2 was found both in vertebrate DRG cells and synovial tissues, though sFRP2 was not significantly changed in the immune cells in synovium (Figure S2).

**Figure 1. MSU crystals induce sFRP2 production in DRG neurons.** (A), Heat map representation of RNA-Seq results. The left and right three rows represent three replicates of the expression level in the DRG from control and GA mice. Yellow represents upregulation. Blue represents downregulation. (B), Confocal images of purified DRG neurons. PGP9.5 was used as a neuron marker (red). Cell nuclei were stained with 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI; blue). Scale bar, 20 µm. (C), Classical microscopy image of DRG neurons. (D), CCK-8 assay was performed on DRG neurons treated with varying MSU concentrations. (E), qPCR analysis of a series of the most upregulated genes of DRG neurons in response to 200 µg/mL MSU treatment for 24 h. (F), Upregulation of sFRP2 expression in DRG neurons in response to 200 µg/mL MSU treatment for 24 h. (G), Validation of sFRP2 expression by Western blotting in DRG neurons. (H), Measurement of sFRP2 secretion in CM from DRG neurons treated with 200 ng/mL MSU for 24 h. In vitro experiments were conducted in biological triplicate. Values are the means ± SD (*P < 0.05 compared with control. **P<0.01 compared with control). All statistical significance was determined using one-way ANOVA and Tukey’s post comparison test.
Figure 2. Virus-mediated shRNA KD of sFRP2 in DRG attenuates inflammatory attack in GA. (A), Representative images of immunofluorescence staining of ipsilateral L4 DRG sections dissected from control and transduced mice 1 day after injection of MSU crystals or normal saline. The upper panels show immunostaining for ZsGreen1 (green) in each group. The panels on the 2nd line show the sFRP2 expression level (magenta). βIII-tubulin was used as a neuron marker (red). The lower panels show the merged images of ZsGreen1, sFRP2, βIII-tubulin, and DAPI in each group. Scale bar, 30 μm. (B), Representative images of immunofluorescence staining of synovial membrane sections of the ipsilateral ankle joint dissected from control and transduced mice 1 day after injection of MSU crystals or normal saline. The upper panels show immunostaining for βIII-tubulin (red) in each group. The panels on the 2nd line show the sFRP2 expression level (magenta). The lower panels show the merged images of βIII-tubulin, sFRP2, and DAPI in each group. Scale bar, 400 μm. (C), Histological analyses of synovial membrane sections of control and transduced mouse ankle joints 0, 1, 3, and 5 days after injection with MSU crystals. Scale bar, 100 μm. (D), Representative images of immunofluorescence staining of synovial membrane sections from control and transduced mouse ankle joints 0, 1, 3, and 5 days after injection with MSU crystals. CD16/32 was used as an M1 macrophage marker (green). CD206 was used as an M2 macrophage marker (red). Scale bar, 100 μm. (E), Quantitation of immune cells infiltration in synovium membrane sections. (F), Quantitation of M1 and M2 macrophages in the synovium in the GA animal model. (G), Histological analyses of endothelial cell apoptosis in the synovial membrane of control and transduced mice five days after injection of MSU crystals or normal saline. The endothelium was characterized as a single layer of flat scale-shaped cells. Scale bar, 50 μm. (H), Hind paw withdrawal responses in control and transduced mice 0, 1, 3, and 5 days after injection with MSU crystals. (I), Perimeter assessments of control and transduced mouse ankle joints 0, 1, 3, and 5 days after injection with MSU crystals and corresponding drugs. Values are the means ± SD (*P < 0.05 compared with control; **P < 0.01 compared with control (t-test)). All statistical significance was determined using one-way ANOVA and Tukey’s post comparison test.
Figure 2C and 2E illustrates the infiltration of inflammatory cells in synovial membranes, which was profoundly increased due to MSU crystal treatment. Interestingly, the synovial membranes of the sFRP2 KD group showed less inflammatory cell infiltration, especially on the fifth day, than did those of the control group, indicating that sFRP2 in DRG neurons might participate in the inflammation resolution in GA. Subsequently, we identified M1 (green) and M2 (red) macrophages in the synovial membrane by immunofluorescence staining of CD16/32 and CD206 accordingly (Figure 2D). We found that the synovium of the sFRP2 KD group presented no substantial difference in M2-type macrophages compared to that of the control group. In contrast, a significant reduction in M1-type macrophages was observed (Figure 2F), suggesting that the absence of sFRP2 in the DRG exerted an inhibitory effect on M1-macrophage polarization in the synovial tissue of the GA model.

We also observed apoptosis of endothelial cells within the synovial membrane by TUNEL immunostaining. In Figure 2G, compared with the control group, the sFRP2 KD group exhibited fewer apoptotic endothelial cells. As shown in Figure 2H, compared with the group exposed to MSU alone, the sFRP2 KD group exhibited a significant increase in the 50% paw withdrawal threshold on days 1, 3, and 5, suggesting lower mechanical hyperalgesia in sFRP2 KD mice. The determination of the ankle perimeter revealed that the sFRP2 KD group had significantly less ankle swelling than the MSU alone group on the 3rd and 5th day (Figure 2I and Figure S3), demonstrating a pivotal role of sFRP2 in GA inflammation regulation.

**Neural regulation of macrophage polarization and migration**

Bone marrow-derived macrophages (BMMs) were induced by macrophage colony-stimulating factor (M-CSF) to differentiate into macrophages, resulting in a higher expression of F4/80 and lower expression of CD14. Hence, BMMs were seeded and cultured in conditioned medium (CM) from DRG neurons in the presence of MSU crystals at a nontoxic concentration to determine the effect of DRG-derived sFRP2 on macrophage polarization (Figure S4).

The expression of M1-associated genes, including interleukin (IL)-6, tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-α, inducible nitric oxide synthase (iNOS), and IL-12β, as well as M2-associated genes, including transforming growth factor (TGF)-β, arginase (Arg)-1, transglutaminase 2 (TGM2), and IL-10, was determined to assess the expression profile of macrophages (Figure 3A). We found significantly higher mRNA expression of M1-associated genes in MSU-treated BMMs than in untreated BMMs. Additionally, the expression of M1-associated genes increased further with the application of DRG CM, while treatment with sFRP2 KD DRG CM inhibited the increase in the expression of IL-6, iNOS, and IL-12. For M2-associated genes, MSU promoted TGF-β and Arg-1 expression but did not affect the expression of TGM2 or IL-10. Compared with treatment with DRG CM, treatment with sFRP2 KD DRG CM prevented the downregulation of M2-associated genes. To better characterize the inflammatory profile, the conditioned medium of stimulated macrophages was analyzed by Luminex system. A similar change pattern of cytokines was shown in Figure S5 and Table S2.

Next, we delineated M1 and M2 macrophages using CD16/32 and CD206 as markers, respectively (Figure 3B). Flow cytometry demonstrated that MSU alone and MSU plus DRG CM-induced M1 macrophage polarization and sFRP2 KD DRG CM inhibited this increased M1 polarization. M2 macrophages, characterized by CD206-positive staining, were stimulated by MSU treatment but were not significantly different among the CM groups and the vehicle group. Consistently, immunofluorescence images showed increased expression of CD16/32 in the vehicle- and DRG CM-treated BMMs, which was inhibited by sFRP2 KD DRG CM treatment, while no obvious change was observed in the expression of CD206 (Figure 3C) among the different groups. Thus, sFRP2 KD was concluded to inhibit the activation of M1 macrophages stimulated by MSU. Although there was no obvious change in CD206-positive macrophages, sFRP2 KD prevented the downregulation of M2-associated cytokines. As shown in Figure 3D, MSU treatment did not affect the migration of BMMs, whereas DRG CM significantly induced BMM migration. However, migration was inhibited by sFRP2 KD DRG CM, indicating that sFRP2 is one of the potential chemical components mediating macrophage migration.

**Neural modulation of macrophages induces endothelial cell apoptosis**

During GA, endothelial cells are activated and impaired by inflammatory mediators. This process is characterized by the release of IL-8 and von Willebrand factor from Weibel-Palade bodies in resting endothelial cells within minutes, followed by a sustained program of gene expression of adhesion molecules and chemokines including E-selectin, intercellular adhesion molecule-1 (ICAM-1), and vascular cell adhesion molecule-1 (VCAM-1) [7, 8].
Figure 3. Neural regulation of macrophage polarization and migration. (A), Inflammatory profile of macrophages cultured with MSU alone or MSU plus DRG CM or transduced DRG CM determined by qRT-PCR. (B), Phenotypic characterization of macrophages cultured with MSU alone or MSU plus DRG or transduced DRG CM determined by flow cytometry. Population frequencies of M1 and M2 cells were assessed with CD16/32 and CD206, respectively. (C), Quantitation of CD16/32 and CD206-positive rates of macrophages in response to treatment with MSU alone or MSU plus DRG or transduced DRG CM. (D), Representative images of immunofluorescence staining of macrophages cultured with MSU alone or MSU plus DRG or transduced DRG CM. CD16/32 was used as an M1 marker (green). CD206 was used as an M2 marker (red). Cell nuclei were stained with DAPI (blue). Scale bar, 50 μm. (E), Representative images depicting crystal violet-stained macrophages that migrated across the membrane of transwell inserts (pore size, 8 μm) to the lower side after incubation with MSU alone, MSU plus DRG or transduced DRG CM, or 10 ng/mL MCP-1 as a positive control. In vitro experiments were conducted in biological triplicate. Values are the means ± SD (*P < 0.05 compared with control. **P<0.01 compared with control. All statistical significance was determined using one-way ANOVA and Tukey's post comparison test.)
To elucidate the changes in endothelial cells, we cultured human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs) in vitro using coculture media from macrophages together with primary DRG neurons in the presence of MSU crystals. In Figure 4Aa, an increase in the concentration of DNA fragmentation was quantified using a fluorescence TUNEL assay. Compared with the vehicle group, the DRG-macrophage group further exhibited HUVEC apoptosis, whereas the apoptotic rate was inhibited in the sFRP2 KD DRG-macrophage group (Figure 4Ab).

Flow cytometry indicated that the early apoptosis rate was 15.8±1.5% in the vehicle group, which was higher than the 8.2±0.4% in the control group. The apoptosis rates of HUVECs were 23.3±3.3% and 16.7±2.4% in the DRG-macrophage group and the sFRP2 KD DRG-macrophage group, respectively (Figure 4Ba and b). This finding indicated that neuroimmune interactions might mediate the apoptosis of HUVECs.

Next, we investigated the gene transcription levels of adhesion molecules and chemokines, including E-selectin, ICAM-1, VCAM-1, and MCP-1.
monocyte chemoattractant protein-1 (MCP-1), which mediate endothelial activation and leukocyte trafficking during gouty attack. The vehicle group (cultured with CM from macrophages in the presence of MSU crystals) expressed significantly higher levels of E-selectin, ICAM-1, VCAM-1, and MCP-1 mRNA than the control group, and the MCP-1 expression level was further increased by CM generated from DRG neurons. Additionally, the sFRP2 KD DRG group expressed lower mRNA levels of adhesion molecules and chemokines than the vehicle group (Figure 4C). Altogether, the above results illustrated that sensory neurons exerted a proinflammatory effect on macrophages mediated by sFRP2 when confronting MSU crystals, consequently leading to more severe endothelial damage and apoptosis.

**DRG CM-derived sFRP2 activates the NF-κB signaling pathway to regulate macrophage polarization**

sFRP2, a Wnt-binding protein that is structurally related to Frizzled (Fz), has been shown to regulate Wnt/β-catenin signal activity. Therefore, we investigated Wnt signaling in macrophages and BMMs in response to MSU crystals to elucidate the process of DRG CM-induced macrophage polarization. First, we screened the mRNA expression levels of Wnt proteins and receptors in BMMs. Wnt7b, Wnt9a, Wnt9b, frizzled 2 (FZD2), and low-density lipoprotein receptor-related protein 5 (LRP5) were the most promoted genes after MSU stimulation (Figure S6). Figure 5A shows that Wnt/β-catenin activation was significantly induced by CM from sFRP2 KD DRG neurons. Compared to the control treatment, MSU stimulated the expression of Wnt9a, FZD2, dishevelled-2 (DVL2), and β-catenin, along with the downstream c-myc and cyclin D1, which were further activated after treatment with sFRP2 KD DRG CM combined with MSU (except for DVL2 and cyclin D1). These results implied that MSU significantly upregulated the expression of Wnt9a and receptor FZD2, potentially sensitizing the Wnt signal in macrophages. Thus, β-catenin expression was evaluated in the MSU group. The absence of DRG-derived sFRP2 further removed the inhibitory effect on Wnt signaling in macrophages. The expression of β-catenin was further upregulated in the sFRP2 KD DRG CM group compared with that in the DRG CM group. Therefore, we hypothesized that the DRG modulation effect on macrophages was probably due to the regulation of Wnt signaling via sFRP2. In Figure 5B, upregulation of FZD2 in BMMs after treatment with MSU and sFRP2 KD DRG CM was found, implying a crucial role for Wnt/FZD signaling in macrophages in response to neural modulation. These results suggested that sFRP2 inhibited Wnt activity in macrophages that was activated by MSU stimulation during GA.

NF-κB has been shown to be a significant transcription factor that regulates macrophage polarization in response to inflammatory cytokines, infection and stress [35]. To examine the possibility that Wnt modulated the activation of NF-κB, the selective Wnt/β-catenin signaling inhibitor ICG-001 was used. The process of NF-κB activation requires phosphorylation of IκBα by IκB kinase (IKK) followed by degradation in a proteasome, which leads to subsequent p65 nuclear translocation. Figure 5C shows that MSU (group 2) and DRG CM (group 3) upregulated the expression of p-IκBα compared with control treatment (group 1), and this upregulation was inhibited in the sFRP2 KD DRG CM group (group 4). However, extra administration of ICG-001 (group 5) rescued the p-IκBα level. These results implied that sFRP2, as an antagonist that prevents Wnt/β-catenin signal activation, activates the NF-κB signaling pathway. Specifically, Figure 5D and 5E illustrate that MSU induced the nuclear translocation of p65 and that DRG CM further promoted this nuclear translocation, potentially due to the inactivation of NF-κB via sFRP2. Additionally, when cultured in sFRP2 KD DRG CM, the translocation level of p65 was significantly inhibited, and this inhibition was rescued by ICG-001. More importantly, pulldown assay results demonstrated that β-catenin formed a complex with p65 in the MSU plus DRG CM group, which possibly attenuated p65 translocation (Figure 5F).

These data indicated that DRG-derived sFRP2 inhibited Wnt/β-catenin signaling with decreased stabilization of β-catenin in macrophages, further promoting the nuclear translocation of the NF-κB p65 subunit and subsequent transcriptional activity.

**Discussion**

Neurogenic inflammation exhibited as orchestrated actions of inflammatory cells, vascular cells, and neurons provoked by pathological conditions and increased neuronal activity [36], blur the boundaries between the immune and nervous system. For instance, recent studies have demonstrated that TLRs 3, 4, 7, and 9 in the human/mouse DRG mediate the production of proinflammatory chemokines and sensitization of nociceptors [37-39].
Figure 5. The Wnt/β-catenin signaling pathway controls BMM inflammation in response to MSU crystals. (A), Western blot analysis of lysates from macrophages cultured with MSU and DRG/transduced DRG CM and probed with antibodies as indicated. (B), Representative images of immunofluorescence staining of macrophages cultured with DRG/transduced DRG CM. The panels on the 2nd line show FZD2 expression levels (green). Cell nuclei were stained with DAPI (blue). Scale bar, 20 μm. (C), Western blot analysis of lysates from macrophages cultured with MSU and DRG CM, transduced DRG CM, or transduced DRG CM plus 3 μM ICG-001 and probed with antibodies as indicated. (E), Nuclear translocation of p65 was visualized using immunofluorescence. Scale bar, 10 μm. (F), Co-immunoprecipitation of β-catenin with p65 in macrophages.
Figure 6. Schematic illustration of the role of DRG neuron-derived Sfrp2 in GA.

More shared receptors, such as transient receptor potential (TRP) ion channels and purinergic receptors, could be activated by major cytokines released from immune cells [40, 41], causing a secondary release of neuropeptides at peripheral terminals that further activate inflammatory cells [15], resulting in positive feedback that facilitates inflammation. The specific combination of signaling chemokines tightly coordinates the nervous and immune system, exerting either anti-inflammatory or deleterious inflammatory aspects in response to infection or noxious stimuli [42]. Studies have shown that TNF-α has an influential and extensive but poorly understood effect on the autoimmune response in rheumatoid arthritis (RA) [43]. Recently, Koopman et al. extended the data to the clinic, showing that vagus nerve stimulation attenuated disease severity by inhibiting TNF-α [44]. Here, we demonstrated a novel sensory nerve-macrophage-vascular endothelium axis mediated by DRG sFRP2 that regulates the inflammatory process of GA. Specifically, lentiviral vectors were delivered to DRG cell soma innervating MSU-deposited tissue, resulting in the inhibition of sFRP2 in both soma and fibers. SFRP2 was hypothesized to be a candidate in mediating the interaction between sensory neurons and macrophages. SFRP2 KD in the DRG inhibited inflammatory cell infiltration and M1 macrophage polarization in the synovial membrane of MSU-induced GA mice. During GA, DRG neurons facilitated the in situ inflammation response by secreting sFRP2.

SFRPs are a family of soluble Wnt antagonists that are postulated to be homogenous with the proposed Wnt-binding region on Fz proteins [45]. Extensive studies have led to the concept that Wnt/β-catenin signaling reciprocally regulates inflammation to reconstitute tissue homeostasis [46]. For instance, P. Zhang showed that Wnt/β-catenin activation in macrophages inhibited inflammation against tularemia [47]. Additionally, alarmins S100A8/A9 induced canonical Wnt signaling in macrophages, resulting in decreased expression of matrix metalloproteinase 3 (MMP-3) and IL-6. In GA, Wnt5a and its receptor FZD5 in macrophages are mediated by NF-κB and TLR2/4 [48], which are involved in MSU recognition to trigger the downstream NACHT, LRR, and PYD domains-containing protein (NALP3) inflammasome in human macrophages [10]. Herein, we showed that MSU significantly promoted Wnt9a, FZD2 and β-catenin expression in murine macrophages. Interestingly, sFRP2 in DRG CM exhibited a robust stimulating effect of p65 nuclear translocation in macrophages, indicating that the absence of Wnt activation resulted in a more severe inflammatory response.

The action of sFRP2 on Wnt/β-catenin has been demonstrated to differ depending on the tissue system. Human studies have shown that increased expression of sFRP2 activates β-catenin signaling in melanocytes, resulting in increased melanogenesis [49]. However, in esophageal adenocarcinoma and Barrett's esophagus, aberrant promoter methylation
might functionally silence sFRP2 gene expression, which has been implicated in activation of the Wnt signaling pathway and acquisition of aggressive tumor behavior [50]. In this study, inhibition of sFRP2 mimicked the induction of Wnt signaling in macrophages, resulting in accumulation of β-catenin and upregulation of its downstream genes, including cyclin D1 and c-myc, which have been reported to govern macrophage adhesion and motility [51].

The NF-κB pathway has emerged as a regulator of the elicitation of the macrophage polarization response. NF-κB (a homo/heterodimer consisting of the p65 and p50 protein) is restricted in its inactive form by IκB and targets gene transcription in response to proinflammatory cytokines or microbial-associated molecular patterns. Many M1 genes have NF-κB sites in their promoter region, including IL-6, iNOS, and MCP-1. Additionally, p50 NF-κB homodimers were found to orchestrate the M2 phenotype and repress the expression of M1 cytokines [52, 53]. We discovered that DRG-derived sFRP2 activated NF-κB in macrophages, resulting in an increase in proinflammatory gene expression and reduction in M2-associated cytokine expression. The data indicated that DRG-derived sFRP2 inhibited MSU-activated Wnt/β-catenin signaling with decreased stabilization of β-catenin in macrophages. Therefore, less stabilized β-catenin was involved in the interaction with the NF-κB p65 subunit, promoting the nuclear translocation of the NF-κB p65 subunit and the following transcriptional activity, making sFRP2 a suitable therapeutic target for the treatment of GA. Deng J. first reported evidence that β-catenin can physically complex with p65, resulting in accumulation of β-catenin in macrophages [54].

As a mean of alleviating pain and minimizing the side effects, the regional therapeutic approach, particularly targeting DRG, represent a safer alternative to systemic administration of therapeutic agents [57]. Compared to the serious challenge of the blood–brain barrier in CNS, the higher permeability and perfusion rates in DRG allow the easy diffusion of large molecular weight compounds and the accessibility of nanoparticles designed for diagnostics and therapeutics.

In conclusion, we determined that sFRP2, as a factor released from DRG neurons, contributes to inflammation by promoting macrophage M1 polarization and migration via the regulation of the Wnt/β-catenin and NF-κB signaling pathways. The proinflammatory cytokines subsequently induce endothelial activation and apoptosis (Figure 6). This study capitalized on a new understanding of peripheral sensory nerve function in GA and proposed the increased sFRP2 in DRG was a potential target for the prevention and treatment of GA.
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